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Abstract
We experimentally and theoretically investigate the effects of utilizing BaTiO3 nanoparticles as additives in
polythiophene/fullerene solar cells. BaTiO3 nanoparticles were chosen because of their multifaceted potential
for increasing exciton dissociation (due to their high dielectric constant) and light scattering. To achieve stable
suspensions for device fabrication, the nanoparticles were functionalized with organic ligands. Solar cells
fabricated in air showed ∼40% enhancement in the photocurrent primarily due to string-like aggregates of
functionalized BaTiO3 particles that increase light absorption without hindering charge collection. Solar cells
fabricated in an inert atmosphere yielded overall more efficient devices, but the string-like aggregates were
absent and enhancement in photocurrent was up to ∼6%. Simulations with the excitonic drift-diffusion model
demonstrate that a bare nanoparticle significantly increases exciton dissociation, whereas the functional group
negates this effect. Simulations utilizing the scattering matrix method reveal that absorption enhancements
caused by light scattering increase as the nanoparticles aggregate into string-like structures. These results offer
insights for morphological design of ternary-blend bulk-heterojunction organic solar cells.
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ABSTRACT: We experimentally and theoretically investigate
the eﬀects of utilizing BaTiO3 nanoparticles as additives in
polythiophene/fullerene solar cells. BaTiO3 nanoparticles were
chosen because of their multifaceted potential for increasing
exciton dissociation (due to their high dielectric constant) and
light scattering. To achieve stable suspensions for device
fabrication, the nanoparticles were functionalized with organic
ligands. Solar cells fabricated in air showed ∼40% enhance-
ment in the photocurrent primarily due to string-like
aggregates of functionalized BaTiO3 particles that increase
light absorption without hindering charge collection. Solar cells fabricated in an inert atmosphere yielded overall more eﬃcient
devices, but the string-like aggregates were absent and enhancement in photocurrent was up to ∼6%. Simulations with the
excitonic drift-diﬀusion model demonstrate that a bare nanoparticle signiﬁcantly increases exciton dissociation, whereas the
functional group negates this eﬀect. Simulations utilizing the scattering matrix method reveal that absorption enhancements
caused by light scattering increase as the nanoparticles aggregate into string-like structures. These results oﬀer insights for
morphological design of ternary-blend bulk-heterojunction organic solar cells.
1. INTRODUCTION
Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) have received much attention in
recent years as a possible renewable energy source and have
recently achieved power conversion eﬃciencies more than
10%.1 Their low cost, ﬂexibility, and ease of fabrication make
them an attractive alternative to other photovoltaic options.
However, OPVs still have many loss mechanisms that need to
be addressed in order to be cost competitive with other
technologies. These loss mechanisms include incomplete
absorption, thermalization loss, and exciton and free carrier
recombination.2 Many ternary blends have been investigated
with typical bulk heterojunction (BHJ) materials such as poly-
3-hexyl thiophene (P3HT) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PCBM) in order to address one or more of these losses.
For instance, all organic blends have been used to enhance
absorption in the typical P3HT:PCBM BHJ by adding a
squaraine dye and utilizing Förster resonance energy transfer.3
Another example of an all-organic ternary blend was the
inclusion of high density polyethylene in P3HT:PCBM to
facilitate easier fabrication processes and improve mechanical
properties.4 In yet another all-organic ternary system, ferro-
electric PVDF-TrFE was added to P3HT:PCBM in order to
increase exciton dissociation.5,6
Many attempts, though not always successful, have been
made to add metallic nanoparticles (NPs) to the active-layer in
order to increase absorption through light scattering and
plasmonic enhancements.7,8 While the absorption and even
mobility9 were increased in some cases, the overall performance
was not always enhanced due to increased carrier recombina-
tion at the polymer−NP interface.
Ternary blends with semiconducting quantum dots have also
been fabricated.10−12 These quantum dots typically absorb light
complementary to the absorption of the organic hosts, allowing
absorption of a larger fraction of the solar spectrum, and
leading to a possibility of higher output currents. Quantum dots
can also be used to sensitize the BHJ to a speciﬁc wavelength
for photodetector applications. However, these quantum dots
are typically capped with insulating organic ligands, which can
hinder charge transport and make electronic coupling with the
host conjugated-organic matrix challenging.13
Inorganic oxide NPs have also been investigated as additives
in BHJs. Cr2O3 NPs added to P3HT:PCBM OPVs led to
higher eﬃciency, which was attributed to a better polymer
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morphology, increased absorption, enhanced electron mobility
and reduced hole leakage current.14 In another study, barium
titanate (BTO) NPs were added in a very low concentration to
P3HT:PCBM in order to increase mechanical robustness of
ﬂexible solar cells.15 The hard ceramic particles prevented the
metal contacts from shorting together during bending and
lamination. Though the ﬁll factor (FF) and short-circuit current
(Jsc) reduced slightly with the BTO addition, the open circuit
voltage increased slightly, and thus, the overall eﬃciency was
more or less the same. The authors concluded that the low
concentration of BTO did not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the
optoelectronic properties of the device. However, a similar
experiment with ZnO NPs drastically reduced the solar cell
performance.15 This was attributed to the undesirable
conduction band energy level of ZnO that could cause
electrons to be trapped on the NP.
In all of these ternary blends, the third phase may aﬀect
properties other than the intended purpose. For example, many
of the plasmonic NPs increase absorption but can introduce
trap states and increase recombination.7−9 In many of these
cases, the third additive material can act as a bottleneck for
charge transport. Therefore, it is critical to understand and
optimize the distribution of the ternary phase in BHJ blends.
Herein we further study the eﬀects of BTO on the
optoelectronic properties of P3HT:PCBM solar cells. Coupling
simulations and experiments, we investigate how adding a
functional group and changing the NP distribution aﬀect the
OPV properties and performance.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We chose BTO as an additive due to its high dielectric
constant. It has been shown that increasing the dielectric
constant of the absorbing layer can increase the exciton
dissociation eﬃciency in a BHJ, which can be attributed to
reduced exciton binding energy.16 The equation describing the
exciton dissociation rate (adapted from ref 16) is
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where a is the initial separation distance, EB is the exciton
binding energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature,
and X is the exciton concentration, and γ (Langevin
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where q is the electron charge, ε is the permittivity of the
absorber, μn/p is the electron/hole mobility, and E is the electric
ﬁeld strength. While adding BTO is not expected to aﬀect the
exciton binding energy or permittivity in the polymer, it can
alter the built-in electric ﬁeld (E) of the device, thus potentially
increasing exciton dissociation at the polymer−BTO interface
and assisting charge transport.
3. RESULTS
At the outset, we attempted dispersing 50 nm BTO particles
(U.S. Nano) in 1,2-ortho-dichlorobenzene (DCB), a popular
solvent employed for dissolution of OPV active-layer materials.
After adding the neat BTO particles to DCB and sonicating, the
particles appeared well-dispersed, but within a few seconds, the
particles began to aggregate and precipitate. In order to prevent
aggregation of the BTO particles, they were functionalized with
methyl- and amine-terminated coupling agents via a silanization
process (see methods in SI). After sonicating with a probe
sonicator, the methyl-functionalized particles stayed suspended
Figure 1. (a) From left to right: neat, methyl-, and amine-functionalized BTO particles in DCB several minutes after sonicating. Schematic of the
solar cell device structure (b) without and (c) with BTO particles. (d) Photocurrent density vs voltage curves for a reference device and devices
made with neat (n-BTO) and functionalized (f-BTO) particles. Backscattered electron SEM image for (e) n-BTO and (f) f-BTO particles, which
shows string-like aggregates, in P3HT:PCBM.
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in DCB for more than 1 week before notable aggregation and
precipitation, whereas the neat and amine-functionalized
particles aggregated and began precipitating within a few
minutes, as shown in Figure 1a.
As the methyl-functionalized BTO (f-BTO) particles showed
the best dispersion, these particles were chosen to be added to
the active-layer of P3HT:PCBM solar cells (structure shown in
Figure 1b,c). To investigate the eﬀect of the functional group
on the composite ﬁlm, P3HT:PCBM solar cells were fabricated
with both neat BTO and f-BTO particles at ﬁve weight percent
(wt %) additions. These devices were fabricated outside the
glovebox so that the solutions could be sonicated immediately
before use. The current−voltage (I−V) characteristics (Figure
1d, Table 1, set 1) showed a marginal increase (6%) in the Jsc
for the sample with neat BTO particles and a larger increase
(40%) with the f-BTO particles compared to a reference cell.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of active-layers of
these samples are shown in Figure 1e,f. The sample with neat
BTO particles showed mostly large aggregates and a poor
distribution of the particles. Since a carrier generated on one
side of an aggregate would have to travel a long distance around
the aggregate to reach the electrode, these large aggregates
certainly hinder charge collection. This may be the reason for
the slightly reduced FF (59 vs 62 for the reference) of the
sample with neat BTO particles. It is interesting that there is
still some enhancement in Jsc for the neat BTO sample, which
may be caused by enhanced exciton dissociation and collection
near the small aggregates or even near the edges of the large
aggregates. The sample with f-BTO particles showed a few large
aggregates, but the distribution was much better with small,
string-like aggregates, which are not as much of a hindrance to
charge collection and oﬀers larger enhancement.
Since the f-BTO particles stay dispersed for a long time, we
continued our study by fabricating devices inside a glovebox,
which yielded more eﬃcient devices. Solutions with 40 mg/mL
total P3HT:PCBM concentrations in DCB were used with
additions of 2.5, 5, and 10 wt % of f-BTO particles. The device
performance for similarly fabricated devices proved to be
inconsistent. For one set, the Jsc of the samples with f-BTO
particles was more or less similar to that of the reference, but
Table 1. Photovoltaic Properties of Three Exemplary Sets of Devicesa
set sample Jsc (mA/cm
2) ﬁll factor PCE (%)
1 (air) reference 5.13 ± 0.17 62.1 ± 0.9 1.87 ± 0.08
5 wt % neat BTO 5.47 ± 0.16 59.4 ± 0.5 2.00 ± 0.06
5 wt % f-BTO 7.21 ± 0.33 62.9 ± 0.4 2.72 ± 0.14
2 (glovebox) reference 9.43 ± 0.17 55.8 ± 2.6 3.24 ± 0.15
2.5 wt % f-BTO 9.53 ± 0.18 53.7 ± 1.6 3.15 ± 0.13
5 wt % f-BTO 9.23 ± 0.25 51.1 ± 2.0 2.90 ± 0.16
10 wt % f-BTO 9.15 ± 0.19 49.2 ± 1.7 2.76 ± 0.08
3 (glovebox) reference 9.30 ± 0.31 54.6 ± 1.7 3.08 ± 0.14
2 wt % f-BTO 9.55 ± 0.25 55.9 ± 3.3 3.27 ± 0.24
5 wt % f-BTO 9.88 ± 0.23 51.0 ± 2.2 3.07 ± 0.09
10 wt % f-BTO 9.89 ± 0.28 51.7 ± 0.6 3.12 ± 0.05
aReported standard deviations based on a sample size of 6.
Figure 2. (a) Photocurrent density vs voltage curves for a set of devices showing a decrease in FF with f-BTO particle additions and (b) curves for
similarly fabricated devices showing an increase in Jsc. (c) Density of trap states for devices containing 2.5, 5, and 10 wt % f-BTO. (d, e, and f)
Backscattered electron SEM images for active-layers containing 2.5, 5, and 10 wt % f-BTO, respectively.
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the FF suﬀered, leading to decreased power conversion
eﬃciency (PCE; Table 1, set 2). In the other set, the Jsc
increased with f-BTO and, except for the case of 2 wt %, the FF
reduced (Table 1, set 3). This behavior led to similar or slightly
enhanced PCE compared to the reference. Figure 2a,b shows
the average I−V curves for both of these sets. To further
investigate what might be causing these diﬀerences between
sets, we performed capacitance measurements to investigate the
eﬀect of f-BTO particle concentration on trap states, used SEM
to examine the dispersion of f-BTO particles in the active-layer
of the devices, and used simulations to study the relationship
between the distribution of BTO particles and optoelectronic
properties of devices.
We characterized capacitance as a function of frequency for
samples with diﬀerent f-BTO loadings. The equivalent circuit
was properly chosen for diﬀerent frequency regimes (series
model at high frequency and parallel-model at lower frequency)
and the density of trap states was calculated using methods
reported elsewhere.17,18 The addition of the f-BTO particles
clearly increases the density of trap states as shown in Figure 2c.
The trap states likely stem from a disruption in the electronic
environment at the interface of the functional group and
P3HT:PCBM. The extra trap states can lead to increased
recombination and hinder charge collection, which can partially
be the reason behind reduced FF in f-BTO devices.
Figure 2d−f shows the SEM images of P3HT:PCBM active-
layers with diﬀerent loadings of f-BTO particles. We observed
some large aggregates in all samples and a diﬀerent micro-
structure than the samples fabricated in air. The f-BTO particles
in this set were better dispersed and did not show string-like
aggregation that the samples fabricated in air showed (Figure
1f). As the loading increased from 2.5 to 10 wt %, the amount
of small aggregates increased, however, the string-like
aggregates observed in the air-fabricated sample were absent.
We hypothesized that stirring, due to its directional motion,
might cause anisotropic aggregates to form. While stirring for
longer times did increase the amount of aggregates (Figure S1),
we were unable to replicate the string-like aggregates, which
showed the largest enhancement.
4. EXCITONIC DRIFT-DIFFUSION MODEL
To further understand the impact of a high dielectric constant
nanoparticle on the optoelectronic properties, we performed
simulations using the excitonic drift-diﬀusion model19−21 (see
methods in SI). While this simulation neglects the eﬀect of trap
states, it provides insight into the electric ﬁeld distribution,
exciton dissociation, and current densities in the active-layer.
To simplify the simulations, we used a P3HT:PCBM bilayer
and placed the particle in the P3HT domain since very few
excitons are generated in the PCBM. The dimensions are
chosen (shown in Figure 3a) so that the 50 nm particle takes
up ∼3% of the total volume. This is in good agreement with
experiment since f-BTO additions of 2.5, 5, and 10 wt % lead to
∼1.1, 2.1, and 4.2% f-BTO by volume (vol %) due to the
diﬀerence in densities of P3HT (1.1 g/cm3), PCBM (1.5 g/
cm3), and BTO (6.02 g/cm3). The reported dielectric constant
of nanocrystalline BTO varies widely (∼80−1000) depending
on the crystal size and the synthesis and measuring
techniques.22−27 Our initial simulation of a particle with a
relatively conservative dielectric constant of 150 showed a large
enhancement in Jsc (6.3 compared to 3.6 mA/cm
2 for the
reference). This increase in current (Figure 3b−d) is primarily
attributed to increased exciton dissociation at the particle−
polymer interface (Figure S2). This simulation, however, was
for a neat NP with no functional group. To more accurately
simulate the functionalized particles used in our experiments,
simulations were done with an insulating, low dielectric
constant layer of 3 nm thickness added to the particle. This
layer proved to negate the beneﬁt of extra exciton dissociation
completely as shown in Figure S2. The simulation still showed
a very slight enhancement in PCE due to the electric ﬁeld
strength being higher in the active-layer (Figure S3), which
assisted charge transport. While the neat NP shows a large
increase in Jsc, it has a signiﬁcantly reduced FF. The reasons are
2-fold: (1) As the cell voltage increases, the induced electric
ﬁeld around the particle decreases. For the case with the neat
NP, the weaker electric ﬁeld diminishes the dissociation eﬀect
of the high dielectric constant particle. (2) With a weaker
electric ﬁeld, the charges generated around the particle cannot
be transported eﬃciently, which also results in higher
recombination due to increased local charge density. Because
the enhancement in exciton dissociation and charge collection
are reduced with forward bias, so is the current enhancement.
5. OPTICAL EFFECTS
Learning that the functional group necessary to achieve a
reasonable dispersion largely negates the enhancement in
exciton dissociation, we investigated if the f-BTO particles can
increase photocurrent due to enhancement in optical
absorption. As BTO has a wide band gap and does not absorb
visible light, it is expected that less light will be absorbed in the
active-layer unless the particles cause signiﬁcant scattering due
Figure 3. (a) Chosen geometry for the simulation. (b) Simulated
photocurrent density vs voltage curves for a reference device,
functionalized particle, and neat particle. (c, d) Hole and electron
current density (A/m2) contour plots at short circuit, respectively; left,
reference; middle, functionalized particle; right, neat particle.
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to the refractive index contrast between the organic material
and the particles. Since the particles are small compared to the
wavelength of visible light, the scattering is expected to be
small. However, as the particles begin to aggregate so that their
extent in at least one dimension approaches visible wavelengths,
the scattering should increase. By comparing the global and
specular transmissions, we can evaluate if light scattering is
occurring. As any scattered light should be captured in the
global measurement, we expect the global transmission to be
higher than the specular transmission if any scattering is
occurring. As shown in Figure 4, the global and specular
transmissions are similar for the reference and 2.5 wt % f-BTO
samples. The sample with 5 wt % shows a very small increase in
global transmission compared to specular and the sample with
10 wt % shows a larger increase. As these samples showed more
aggregation, we expect scattering to be more. The samples with
f-BTO particles also showed slightly lower overall transmission
compared to the reference. We found that the thickness
(measured via SEM cross sections) of the active-layer increased
from 213 ± 6.7 nm for the reference device to 256 ± 19.8, 273
± 21.5, and 274 ± 32.8 nm for 2.5, 5, and 10 wt % f-BTO
particle additions, which reduces the total transmission. To get
a better sense of how the NP distribution aﬀects absorption, we
performed optical simulations using the rigorous scattering
matrix (SM) method.28,29
6. OPTICAL MODELING
As the SEM images for the best performing f-BTO based
devices show strings of NPs within the active-layer, we adopted
cuboids of dielectric material to model the NP aggregates.
These NP strings were employed in the square lattice for
computational ease, which allowed us to calculate the ﬁlling
fraction of the NP strings relative to the organic material. We
simulated single NP strings as well as multiple strings in a 300
nm thick active-layer of the solar cell. The former provided a
lower loading (<2 vol %) as compared to the latter. The
position of the NP strings in the z-direction was optimized for a
single string to maximize the enhancement, as shown in Figure
5a. For a lattice pitch (a) of 300 nm and NP string width (w)
and length (l < a) of ∼50 and ∼250 nm, respectively, the
maximum enhancement was obtained when string is z2 ∼ 170
nm away from the organic-metal interface (Figure 5b). This is
consistent with the standing wave formation theory, which
suggests that the string should be either λ/4norg or 3λ/4norg
away from the organic−metal interface, where the electric ﬁeld
intensity is the largest.30 By taking into account the width of the
NP string and penetration of the ﬁeld inside the metal (∼20
nm), this distance is ∼170 nm, corresponding to three-quarters
of the wavelength inside the organic material (3λ/4norg). It is to
be noted that there is another weak maxima at z2 ∼ 40 nm that
corresponds to the expected quarter wavelength in organic
material (λ/4norg), but this positioning of NP string is too close
to the organic−metal interface, and we did not see high
absorption enhancement for this position.
For a single NP string, we decreased l from 250 to 50 nm,
which is equivalent to changing the string to a single NP. The
enhancement in photocurrent and weighted absorption (⟨Aw⟩)
as a function of string length is plotted in Figure 5c. We see
that, as the string length decreases, the photocurrent enhance-
ment goes down from ∼2.1% to ∼0.3% because of the less
scattering of light by the NPs. This supports the better
performance of solar cells where NPs form aggregates as
opposed to the cells with discrete NPs. The photocurrent
enhancement exceeds that of the weighted absorption since the
Figure 4. Measured (a) global and (b) specular transmission curves
for a P3HT:PCBM reference device and devices with 2.5, 5, and 10 wt
% f-BTO particles.
Figure 5. (a) Side view of the solar cell with single NP string at an optimum distance of z2 = 170 nm. The NP string is illustrated in light blue color.
The background color represents the organic layer. (b) Photocurrent and weighted absorption enhancement as a function of distance of string from
calcium (z2) electrode. (c) Photocurrent and weighted absorption enhancement as a function of length (l) of NP string.
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photocurrent preferentially weighs the longer wavelengths (eq
15 in SI), where larger enhancements are found (see the EQE
enhancement in Figure S6). To calculate the enhancement in
photocurrent and weighted absorption, the reference ﬂat cells
have the same volume of absorber material as in the cell with
NP strings.
In order to obtain a higher loading (∼3 vol %), we simulate
three equidistant NP strings of the same length separated by
distance b in the active-layer of the solar cell (Figure 6a). For
the simulations with multiple strings, the optimum string length
is ∼500 nm, which is close to the wavelength region of interest
over which light scattering occurs. We varied the lattice period
(a) from 600 to 1500 nm in order to obtain a loading ranging
from ∼3% to ∼0.5%, similar to that in the experiments. The
enhancement increases linearly with loading (Figure 6b). For
loading ∼3%, the photocurrent and weighted absorption
enhancements are 3% and 2.1%, respectively. The enhancement
is due to the scattering of light by the NP strings. As loading
decreases, the enhancement goes down linearly as there is less
scattering of light by the NPs. The scattering of light is
proportional to the refractive index contrast between the
dielectric and the organic, which at optical wavelengths is not
very high (2.4/1.8≈1.33), thereby limiting the amount of
absorption enhancement. The large dielectric constant of BTO
does not play a role in absorption enhancement at optical
frequencies.
To see how the NP strings behave as they form aggregates,
we varied the spacing (b) between the two strings on either side
of the central string for a constant lattice period of 600 nm and
string length of 500 nm. When the three NP strings are
touching each other (b ∼ 50 nm), as shown in Figure 7a, the
maximum Jsc enhancement of ∼3% is obtained (Figure 7b). It is
to be noted that when the distance (b) of the strings on either
side of the central string reaches ∼275 nm, the Jsc enhancement
again goes to ∼3%. This corresponds to the geometry when the
two NP strings touch each other along the square lattice
boundary to form aggregates. The larger enhancement with the
NP aggregates is due to higher light scattering. There is a weak
maximum in the enhancement for intermediate separation of b
∼ 130 nm, which corresponds to a separation of ∼340 nm of
the strings in adjacent unit cells in the y-direction. This weak
maximum may be due to the optical separation between the
strings approaching the wavelength of red photons (∼ λ/norg)
inside the organic layer, which may enhance the optical
scattering.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we investigated the addition of both neat and
functionalized BTO particles to P3HT:PCBM based solar cells.
The neat BTO particles showed mostly large aggregates, while
the f-BTO particles exhibited two distinct morphologies: (1)
long, string-like aggregates and (2) small agglomerates of
nanoparticles. The morphologies with string-like aggregates
demonstrated a 40% increase in photocurrent due to a balance
of increased light scattering and optimal charge collection. The
other morphology with low-level aggregation demonstrated
only a slight enhancement in Jsc and was typically accompanied
by reduced FF, which was attributed to increasing trap states
with f-BTO particle additions.
Our simulation using the excitonic drift-diﬀusion model
demonstrated that the functional group completely negates the
large enhancement in exciton dissociation found with the neat
nanoparticle. The increase in electric ﬁeld strength, though,
assists carrier transport and leads to slightly enhanced
performance. Optical scattering matrix simulations demonstrate
increased light scattering with string-like aggregates and
enhanced photocurrents, consistent with experimental results
of solar cell enhancements. For aggregated nanoparticles, both
optical simulations and transmission measurements show
increased light scattering that increases with the aggregate
weight fraction. Even more light scattering may occur in full
devices due to more roughness of the metal electrode caused by
the particles. Future works could include developing techniques
to disperse neat particles, discovering conducting or high
dielectric constant coupling agents, or ﬁnding techniques to
remove the coupling agent via postprocessing without
disturbing the active-layer.
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